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Body: The pathophysiological cause of OSA is sleep-induced decline in dilator muscle activation. However,
dilator muscles activity often increases during obstructive apneas and hypopneas (OAHs), but fails to
improve airflow. It has been postulated that neuromuscular activity does not increase sufficiently to
overcome the negative pressures that develop during obstructed breathing. The present study evaluate this
hypothesis. Methods: Intramuscular GG-EMG, esophageal pressure (Pes) and airflow were recorded in 7
OSA patients. In 6 of the patients, we recorded also EMG of the tongue retractor styloglossus (SG-EMG).
While awake, EMG/Pes was assessed while patients breathed through a variable resistor, to estimate the
EMG required to prevent pharyngeal collapse. During sleep, EMG/Pes was evaluated during flow limitation.
Pre-arousal peak inspiratory EMG (sleepEMG) was compared to peak EMG at the same Pes during
wakefulness (awakeEMG). SleepEMG/awakeEMG (at equal Pes)>1 indicated a level of EMG sufficient to
prevent pharyngeal collapse. Results: Patients had AHI of 51.7±10.5/hr. OAHs triggered increasing
negative Pes and increasing GG-EMG. SleepEMG/awakeEMG >1 was observed in all but one patient, with
highest (mean of 5 events) ratios of 3.27±1.81. In contrast, SG-EMG maintained tonic activity in 4/6 of the
patients during OAHs, and the ratio exceeded 1 in one patient only (0.68±0.58). Conclusions: In OSA
patients, large augmentation of GG-EMG can be observed without improvement in airflow. This mechanical
inefficiency is not explained by high inspiratory suction pressures. Co-activation of tongue retractors
appears to be reduced during sleep.
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